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In how far does AI-assisted shopping affect our 
concept of the average consumer?

I. AI technologies in online shopping
II. AI-assisted consumer
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AI technologies in online shopping



AI technologies 
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• At different stages of technological advancement
- Machine Learning, including Deep Learning
- Human bias

• With different degrees of involvement in different 
stages of the purchasing process
- Stage 1: determining consumer preferences
- Stage 2: comparing purchasing options
- Stage 3: determining purchasing decision
- Stage 4: completing the transaction
- Stage 5: consuming and providing feedback



1. Product recommendations
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Mostly at stages 1 and 2 of purchasing process

Final purchasing decision with consumer



2. Virtual assistants
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At stages 1 – 3 
of purchasing 
process

Strong 
involvement; final 
purchasing decision 
with consumer



3. Automated ordering
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• Consumer switches this on for 
certain products

• Only certain brands are connected 
to service

• At stages 1 – 4 of purchasing 
process

• Full involvement, even 
purchasing decision



AI-assisted consumer



Consumer behaviour (cognitive psychology)
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• Consumers process information in at least two ways:
- Unconscious, rapid and automatic manner (common activity in the 

background)

- Concious, slow and deliberate manner (unusual patterns)

- do not consistently act in an observant, informed and 
circumspect way

• Differentiated approach to consumer behaviour
- Type of goods or services
- General versus specialized/professional public
- Varying degrees of attentiveness



AI-assisted consumer

• Product recommendations
- Consumer still highly involved – likely to pay attention to trade-origin
- Enhanced cognitive abilities: detailed information at her disposal and perfect 

recollection

• Likely: more attentive and deliberative of different options

• Virtual assistants and automatic ordering
- Consumers involved only in last stage(s)
- Similar to professional assistance: if consumer can trust that bias is low and her 

preferences are duly taken into consideration, consumer level of attentiveness may 
be low

• Likely: more automatic, unconscious and rapid purchasing 
decisions (particularly for staple products)
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Approach to AI-assisted purchasing

• Distinguish purchases with or without AI mechanisms
• Basic understanding of the AI mechanism at issue

- level of sophistication
- possible bias 
- involvement in the different stages of purchase

• Behavioural data on how consumers act in online purchasing for 
different forms of AI for different products
- Type of goods or services
- Trust in specific AI tools

• Adapt pluriform concept of average consumer to the case at hand
• Difficult to apply by opposition division and Board of Appeals
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Thank you for your attention!
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